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688 Supporters as of April 15, 2016, 9:54 p.m.
Letter to
RR Historic Preservation Commission Jerry Hodges
Mayor City of Round Rock Mayor Alan McGraw
Save the Inn Committee Shirley Marquardt and Marquardt-Tynan
Dept of Transportation Dean
Time is Running Out to Save the Round Rock, TX Stagecoach Inn
In a time when we are revamping the historic east side of Round Rock, let's not disregard and
forget the west side where The Old Stagecoach Inn (Harris Stagecoach Inn), old post office,
bathing beach and the Round Rock stand as strong representatives of the history of our city! The
Stage Coach Inn is, without question, Round Rock’s “Most Endangered Historic Structure.” The
City of Round Rock has applied for permit to remove the Old Stagecoach Inn, but there is still
time to save this historic building and move it to a new site. Don't ignore our History. Save our
past to teach our Future citizens and make the Bathing Beach a "must see" stop for visitors to our
lovely city.
History needs to be preserved. Find some way to expand 620 that doesn't involve touching the
historic building! But if the choice is to demolish the building or relocate it, then for the sake of
all residents, past, present and future... move it!

This is important because ….
History needs to be preserved. Find some way to expand 620 that doesn't involve touching the
historic building! But if the choice is to demolish the building or relocate it, then for the sake of
all residents, past, present and future... move it!
Laura Hipolito, Round Rock, TX
4 Hearts
My little sister Beverly Ann Banister lives in Round Rock and I know it would mean a lot to her if
I was in support.
Tracy Hardee, San Antonio, TX
4 Hearts
I grew up in Round Rock when it was a little town. The Stagecoach Inn is a part of the small
town history that should be preserved!
Debra Henderaon, Woodway, TX
3 Hearts
We need to save local history!
Crystal Plemons, Round Rock, TX
2 Hearts
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My Great Great Great Grandparents built this place & we've always spoken of it with such
pride. It's a core piece of our family history as well as the city of Round Rock. It should be
preserved & celebrated, not destroyed & forgotten.
Courtney Mallory, Austin, TX
1 Heart
Significant historical landmarks should be protected. It's a part of Round Rock's rich history.
Carrie Ridgway, Stuart, FL
1 Heart

I moved to RR in '68 and have seen many changes. RR is rapidly losing many of its historical
buildings!!!!
Holly Thiel, Hutto, TX
1 Heart
This is an important historical sight!
Angela Foster, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
1 Heart
We are losing a piece of our History if we tear this down.
Richard Parson, Round Rock, TX
1 Heart
It would be a shame to lose such a historical building. "Progress" should be rerouted and this
piece of Chisholm Trail history should be preserved.
Jennifer Hancock, Liberty Hill, TX
1 Heart
It's a Texas historical site needs to be kept up
Kent Wade, Lone Oak, TX
1 Heart
I'm a graduate of RRHS, and cherish the historical landmarks there.
Shelli Dill, Spicewood, TX
1 Heart
One of the most historic parts of Round Rock can't be destroyed or moved.
Russell Kelker, San Antonio, TX
1 Heart
Historic Landmark
William Hay, Round Rock, TX
1 Heart
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I believe the building should be preserved
..either moving it or leaving it on site. Once gone, you cannot get that history back.
Amy LaSalle, Austin, TX
1 Heart
There is so much rapid development in Round Rock, and I feel as though so many unique areas
in the city have already been destroyed. We have an amazing history and it's time that these
historic sites be saved/preserved. They are a piece of history.... Please explore other options
that will save the few remaining sites. Please Save the Old Stagecoach Inn. Place value on our
city's history and what remains as a reminder.
Caron Gibson, Austin, TX
1 Heart
Oh my. I cannot even believe that destroying this part of history is an option. Our past is
important. We have to remember from whence we came, it is so important.
Janet Dye, Austin, TX
1 Heart
This is a historical landmark of my home town. It is one of the few places that I have memories
of in Round Rock!!! I don't want to see any more of the history of Round Rock lost of destroyed.
Christian Zimmerman, Round Lake Park, IL
1 Heart
History is so important, especially in towns that are booming! Please leave this landmark alone!
Carla Heinchon, Harker Heights, TX
1 Heart
Lovely and historic place. Great memories there and more should be made by many by keeping
it just as it is. Isn't there too much change going on around us as it is!
audrey johnson, Austin, TX
1Heart
Saving this stagecoach stop Building is part of Round Rocks heritage. Repurposing materials a
poor subsitute
peter daughtrey, Round Rock, TX
1 Heart
I'm signing because Texas - and in particular this section of Round Rock needs very crucially to
be saved. Once you lose historical fabric, you do not have a chance to get it back. I say you
leave it where it is, as even that factor is important in the telling of Round Rock's Chisholm Trail
past, and sort out some other way, to expansion of the road. Get creative with the road- it's the
history that you can't move!
Karen Rowland, Reading, United Kingdom
1 Heart
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how sad that this building could even be considered destroyable!
Christa Houston, Round Rock, TX
1 Heart
Losing this historical building takes away from the uniqueness that is Round Rock. We can have
progress as well as preserve our city's character and history! I know we can find a way together
to save the Inn!
Nancy Brieger, Austin, TX
1 Heart
I grew up in Round Rock. I attended Deepwood Elementary the first year it opened. I attended
Chisolm Trail Middle School the first year it became a middle school. I graduated RRHS in 1989.
Round Rock has grown exponentially since then. Growth is good, and has been very good to
Round Rock. However, preserving the city's history, the foundation of said growth, is extremely
important. Please show your respect to this great little city by preserving the stagecoach inn.
Lori Murphy, Austin, TX
1 Heart
History is dire for us as humans, especially here in Texas and there is so much! How could we let
this beautiful, historic building become nothing, and all just for a road. Yes, 620 is growing full
of vehicles, but does that mean we throw away the skilled artisanship of this building that
helped make Round Rock the city it is? NO!! Save history....Save Round Rock's history!
Amanda Besteiro, Round Rock, TX
1 Heart
I'm signing because it is important to keep our history.
Julie Short, Round Rock, TX
1 Heart
I'm signing because retention of historic monuments for the enjoyment and education of future
generations is important, especially in Texas where there hasn't been a legacy of historic
events. Our historic landmarks are few and far between, it is detrimental to our state morale
and our state pride to continue to place them at the mercy of progress.
Heather Hill, Austin, TX
1 Heart
I am sick and tired of our history being destroyed, and also pretty tired of the way RR is being
run.
jeni wood, round rock, TX
1 Heart
There is no replacing history!
Julie Morris, Whitewright, TX
1 Heart
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The preservation of our architectural heritage is key to the preservation of our culture and
identity. Forgetting where we came from is the first step in forgetting who we are.
James Cooke, round rock, TX
1 Heart
Don't move the Old Stage Coach Inn. Don't tear it down. This petition stems from respect of the
history in that building. I'm appalled it's even being considered to destroy history on The
Chisholm Trail. Improvements to 620 should go way around the old Inn.
Regards, Beth Renstrom
26 year long resident of Round Rock, Texas
Beth Renstrom, Round Rock, TX
1 Heart
Save Round Rock's history!
Kristine Schlottman, Round Rock, TX
1 Heart
Although I am a relatively new resident of Round Rock, I have always been intrigued by the
history of this area. I fully believe that preserving historical buildings and traditions can enhance
the charm and appeal of communities, which is good for residents and businesses alike! My
hope is that the city can find a way to preserve this integral piece of Williamson County history.
Jessica Gonzales, Leander, TX
1 Heart
I believe in preserving antiquity.
Beth Weber, Austin, TX
1 Heart
I say preserve it and make it a historical events venue.
Annie Talley, Calabasas, CA
1 Heart
This is an important piece of history for Round Rock, its part of what put it on the map, to see it
torn down for a rd expansion is a shame!
Stephanie Hernandez, Austin, TX
1 Heart
I appreciate the historical value of the structure
Mark Walters, Round Rock, TX
1 Heart
Austin is losing way too much of its originality ..... The very reason why everyone in the United
States is moving to Austin, Texas ...... Keep tearing the originality out of it and you'll tear the
heart out of it as well ! Then it will be just like every other big city that everyone is trying to
move away from !
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Kim Childers, Tomball, TX
1 Heart
to save the stagecoach inn.
jesse castano, Round Rock, TX
1 Heart
Born & raised within 10 mi. of the old Stagecoach Inn. Sacrificing the tangible past for the sake
of smooth traffic flow is bad idea. Look to how other communities have preserved their historic
structures while accomodating needs of contemporary population.
Judy Baugh, Rotan, TX
1 Heart
I am hopeful that someone will want to actual show future generations about Round Rock's
history, not just show them in a text book.
Stephanie Pierce, Round Rock, TX
Preserve the history of Round Rock.
Justin Louviere, Denton, TX, TX
Please save the Stage Coach Inn and it's history...too much of our history is either being
brushed under the rug so no one see it or being tore down so we totally lose it...Please save the
Stage Coach Inn.
Gail Ranton, Ferris, TX
History is important. Our kids need to know about the past and be able to visit buildings like
this to bring it to life.
Julie Kaup, Hutto, TX
We need history in order to perpetuate our future.
Carlie Pearson, Round Rock,
This is wrong. Compared to other states, Texas has saved very few of its historical buildings due
to "lack of funds" and termites. This building is in amazing shape and must be preserved in
order for Texas to save what is amaZing about it. Knock down buildings on the other side of the
road.. Wendys, the bank.. Move them. We pay a fortune in taxes, you can afford it!
Scarlet Lloyd, Austin, TX
It would be a shame to lose this important part of history. Once it is destroyed, it can never be
brought back. PLEASE SAVE our HISTORY!!
Teresa Caldwell, Round Rock, TX
To help preserve some of this cities culture for generations that follow. Without knowing and
appreciating our history, how does one move forward?
Patti Wojtowecz, Round Rock, TX
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I've been going to the Stage Coach Inn since the age of 5. I'm now in my late 40's. I cherish my
memories of spending weeks at the Inn. Please keep the Inn
Heather Tucker, Houston, TX
I believe this piece of history should stand. Do not destroy a rightful piece of Round Rock
history.
Jeanette Spencer, Austin, TX
I believe that the preservation of this historic building is important for the history of Round
Rock.
Bo Spencer, Round Rock, TX
This building was once Chisohlm's, my first job. I would hate to see a piece of our history go.
Mercedes Johnson, Llano, TX
We need to save our historic buildings!
Carleen Sawires, Round Rock, TX
This is my home town and it's part of History. Don't California my Texas!
Benny Gonzalez, Round Rock, TX
Its historical. Think of another way.
Lisa Star, Cedar Park, TX
I'm signing because as a 32 year Round Rock resident and former member of the Round Rock
Historic Preservation Commission, I would hate to see this historic treasure lost. A solution
must be found...
Cynthia Jordan, Round Rock, TX
It's time to preserve the Inn and consider it an asset of Williamson County Texas.
Sharon Owens, Round Rock, TX
I'm signing this petition because once you decide that convenience is more important than
historical significance you lose a piece of yourself, a unique piece of Round Rock that will never
be repeated. How do you show future generations that history matters, when you are so
willing to destroy it without much of a care?
Christine Holcomb, fort belvoir, VA
I own property in Round Rock and think the building should be saved.
Chris Rickard, Sioux Falls, SD
It is a critical piece of our nation's heritage amd should be preserved.
Colin Chisholm, Austin, TX
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History and its structures are meant to be a reminder of old times sake, and what a beauty it
used to be in a difference of what is now.
Viviana Espinoza, Leander, TX
A wonderful bit of Texas history and a charming building. When I was a kid, I was told there had
been gold buried nearby the building at some point...hope it can be moved and saved. It's a
shame it has to be moved from it's original historic location, though.
Carol Johnson, Austin, TX
We need to save the stagecoach inn.
Pat Condon, Round Rock, TX
It is important to preserve the historic heritage of Round Rock for future generations.
Elaine Cox, Round Rock, TX
We're losing the old landmarks of round rock. Can we save this historic building.
Susan Meyer, Pflugerville, TX
This is part of Round Rock's history!
Rosanna Lenzi, Round Rock, TX
I have a personal connection to this structure.
T.A. Todd, Georgetown, TX
We need to preserve history!
Andrea Osborn, Austin, TX
Historic land and structures should preserved and cherished.
Sherry Grona, Austin, TX
I believe we need to preserve our most historic properties and document the events that make
up our history. This building and area are important reminders of how we got here and should
be preserved, since most of Round Rock has no historic identity left.
Brooke Bailey, Austin, TX
Round Rock means a lot to me and my family. And to me it's important to keep in touch with
our past and origins.
Annabelle Underwood, NYC, NY
I am a RRHS graduate and a sixth-generation Texan who supports preserving our heritage.
Alan Hunn, Dallas, TX
Protect Texas history.
Suzi Sands, Austin, TX
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History is irreplaceable and therefore precious.
Linda Retz, Rosenberg, TX
I still retain my Texas license and intend to move back one day. These historical places are so
few and disappearing fast. Round Top would lose it's charm without it.
Brandi Boyd, Arabi, LA
I believe every town deserves to keep its historical treasures.
Brenda Shirk, Cedar Park, TX
This building is much too historic and meaningful to the history of Texas and our town. I'm
shocked that demolition is even being considered. Move it and reconstruct it at the new
bathing beach! Save our history. It's a perfect addition to the historical bronze statues being
added to the site. Don't be shortsighted on this issue. Please invest in our irreplaceable historic
legacy!
clay hunn, Austin, TX
I have lots of family in Round Rock, have seen it grow from a cute homey kind of town into the
large exburb that is today. Preserving its historical structures will allow present and future
residents the chance to enjoy and reflect upon Round Rock's role in Texas history.
Rosalind Scobey, Arlington, TX
Heritage matters more than corporate financial gain.
Jan Hedberg, Cary, NC
it's a relic of a significant time in Texas history.
sam garrett, Burnet, TX
We need to protect this historical building, not destroy it.
Michelle Taylor, Round Rock, TX
I care about the history of our nation.
Timothy Green, Titusville, FL
I live in Round Rock. It's a shame to lose historical sites. Once they're gone, there's no going
back.
Tanja Burkinshaw, Round Rock, TX

This is an important part of Texas history, and once it's gone, it's gone.
Elizabeth Jones, Austin, TX
Historic buildings absolutely must be preserved and maintained so that the glorious history of
our beloved Round Rock is not forgotten!! There is much history here in Round Rock and we
can't simply throw away our storied past because someone wants the site for a new building.
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Treat it as if it were the homestead of your very own family, dating back 165 years or
more...then see if you'd want to get rid of it in exchange for a new Starbucks or the likes. 2¢
Steve Childers, Pflugerville, TX
Round rock is my home. I have spent my whole life here and Round rock and its history is part
of who i am. I grew up going to memorial park with friends and family. I love spending time
down by brushy creek and the Old Stage Coach Inn is a special piece of round rock history.
Please sign this petition to save the Old stage Coach Inn!
Elizabeth Lehmann, Round Rock, TX
Yes, the Inn is a historical building and yes, there are lots of those in Round Rock but
Stagecoach Inn represents a past time which not many towns have the honor of possessing. I
do not believe the Stagecoach Inn should be demolished, nor do I think it should be relocated
to a location which it would go unnoticed except to park visitors, however the second is better
than demolition. I believe the Inn should be placed in a location where it will be cared for and
admired by many for years to come. Heritage Farmstead Museum has many buildings which
have been saved from demolition. Why not try to donate it there, or place it at the location
near the Dell Diamond which also hosts a number of old buildings? This type of history can not
be seen anymore due to demolition but it needs to be seen. Pictures of places such as these are
great for children but as a teacher I strongly believe our young generation would benefit greatly
if this piece of history was preserved for the generations to come. Again, I hope The Stagecoach
Inn is placed Ina location it can be admired by all and not removed to only be forgotten by the
time the next generation reaches adulthood.
Stacy Hicks, Round Rock, TX
I'm signing because precious historical buildings need to be restored, not destroyed. This is a
part of Texas History! It cannot be replaced.
Donna Reeh, Cedar Park, TX
Preserving history in all of Texas, and not just Round Rock, is important for future generations. I
am a citizen of Round Rock and a native Texan,
Kathy Hudson, Round Rock, TX
Local history defines a community, and Round Rock has a rich one at that. Roads should be built
to accommodate historic structures, not destroy them.
Rhonda Roe, Round Rock, TX
We should always strive to preserve any bit of history we can!
Phyllis Anderson, Seattle, WA
Stage Coach Inns Matter
Diana Know, Cypress, TX
I want to sign the petition.
Ada Peters, Bellaire, TX
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I care about the historical value of the stagecoach inn
Kay Hollenbeck, Austin, TX
Love history and historical preservation projects.
Ray McCormick, Plano, TX
While I am not a citizen of Round Rock, I support any cause that is aimed at saving historical
buildings. I base my traveling around history and I'm sure Round Rock would benefit from those
of us who travel to discover Texas' rich history.
Lynn Haist, Sugar Land, TX
Our heritage and history need to be protected as we grow.
Julie Leahy, Round Rock, TX
The Stagecoach Inn is a founding piece of Round Rock's heritage.
Scott Anderson, Round Rock, TX
I am sick of seeing Round Rock and surrounding towns and much more of Texas being ruined by
massive growth. This is not what we are. Leadership is about protecting its people had heritage
not forsaking its existing people heritage to support commerce and greed.
Joel Rogers, Round Rock, TX
So much of historic Round Rock is disappearing. It is a shame to lose this. They should build the
bridge on the other side of the street and leave this house alone!
Donna Larson, Round Rock, TX
I grew up in RR and want to keep parts of its beautiful history.
Flo Huffman, Grapevine, TX
The place has so many wonderful memories for my family, that started as new student at
Southwestern University in Georgetown, TX; taken to supper there by then Dean of
Recruitment, Grady Anderson. We had a wonderful meal and from then on I would go on my
own. Later, as a newlywed couple my wife and I dined there as often as we could; later we
introduced our children to it as well.
Eradio Valverde, Corpus Christi, TX
Because we need to keep the heritage of Round Rock secure...we don't need that land it sits on
...leave it alone
Barbara Kelly, Round Rock, TX
Lifetime resident of Round Rock! Old Stagecoach Inn is a historic piece of Round Rock..
Tara Jones, Round Rock, TX
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I was raised in Round Rock and am now a member of the community once again. this is an
important part of our history. Please save it!
Margaret Marazzo, Kyle, TX
Historic buildings and places, once lost, can never be replaced.
Roger Weaver, Austin, TX
We need to leave our history intact. Move it but do not destroy it.
Rebekah Murphy, Round Rock, TX
My family's history in Round Rock.
Millegan's Livery and Freight (year 1900)
jasper millegan, Austin, TX
THIS SHOULD BE SAVED TO PRESERVE THE HISTORY OF THIS IMPORTANT TOWN.
LARRY KNOX, CEDAR PARK, TX
I want our history preserved, even if this house has to be moved stone by stone to another
location.
Grace Mulloy, Round Rock, TX
In the old days, roads went around landmarks. Why can't this road go around valuable piece of
history? It needs to be saved. Too much progress is not always good for us.
Mary G. Shelton, New Boston, TX
In the old days, roads went around landmarks. Why can't this road go around valuable piece of
history? It needs to be saved. Too much progress is not always good for us.
Mary G. Shelton, New Boston, TX
Why should Salado get all the stage coach stop glory along IH 35? Preserve because we deserve
to no the glory and the hi-story of Round Rock before it became and oversized Austin burb.
Preston Kirk, Spicewood, TX
Texas is my home.
Nanette Gardner, Cloudcroft, NM
Have visited Salado and the Inn many times. It is a part of our Texas heritage and should be
kept.
Judith Hackney, Tomball, TX
Use to have biz meetings there a fine part of History in the Lone Star State
Thomas Peters, Lubbock, TX
I grew up in Round Rock and WE need to save the Stagecoach Inn. History cannot be rebuilt!
Please don't destroy another piece of Round Rock's history.
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Sandra Giarrusso, Round Rock, TX
I'm signing because we need to preserve our history, not destroy it.
Linda Linn, Sweetwater, TX
We moved to the Round Rock area of Austin, because of its old-world charm. One forest by
one, one historical building by one, the uniqueness of this town is disappearing, all in the name
of commerce, which will only bring MORE destruction to the town. Let’s keep the historical
center of town.
Patricia Langlet, Austin, TX
Please preserve this beautiful historic building. Round Rock is making great strides to modernize
our streets while maintaining it's history, and I feel loosing this one would be a great oversight.
Julie Ivy, Round Rock, TX
We must save our past for posterity.
Roy Wilson, New Caney, TX
we need to keep our history alive.
mac sterling, Dedham, MA
My Great-Great-Great Grandfather was John Harris. I agree that a structure with the historical
importance to Round Rock of the Old Stage Coach Inn must be preserved. It will be a sad day
for Round Rock if this Inn ceases to exist. Remember the building of this structure began a few
three years after Texas became a State in 1845.
One thing I would suggest at a minimum is that the Old Stage Coach Inn could be utilized as a
Welcome Center for the City of Round Rock much like it was when it was built.
Albert Harris, North Haven, CT
Former resident. I think the rock should be a protected historical monument and site!!!
Michelle Campbell, Bristol, TN
It would be tragic to loose such a significant piece of history...
Martin Glass, Austin, TX
History is what we learn by mistake as well as our success.
Chuck Collins, Universal City, TX
I am a Texas veteran and stationed in DC, I have been to Round Rock and want to come back to
a place that I recognize. Historic places are important for our heritage and our children
Steven Williams, Washington, DC
Preserving our history is important. If we destroy history for the same of progress, then our
children will never know how we came to this point.
Michelle Hill, Universal City, TX
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I want to preserve Texas history
Joanne Yawn, Spring Branch, TX
It's a historical piece. It needs to be saved for future generations.
Pete Demos, Canal Fulton, OH
Texas history must be preserved. This building dates back to the Republic of Texas.
William Hackney, Tomball, TX
Texas history should be preserved.
Tabitha Miller, Jarrell, TX
My wife and her entire family are from RR, and I have a long affiliation with RR not only
through, but also as a Dell employee.
Robert Jennings, Westville, NJ
Want to keep it.
Stephen Driggers, Castle Rock, CO
I love history, never forget the past, let it guide the future. For those who neglect history are
doomed to repeat its follies and mistakes
Jonathan Xavier, Round Rock, TX
Save this piece of Texas history.
Jennifer Parramore, San Diego, CA
Texas is losing too many of our historic sites. Please do as much as possible to save this site.
G. F. Cotten, Fort Worth, TX
This amazing old hotel along the Chisolm trail has been there before Round Rock was ever a
named town on a map. Texas history must be preserved. Maybe if they built roads in places
instead of houses it would help solve the problems there. Please share
Trai curtis, Royse City, TX
This is an irreplaceable historic treasure. Moving or demolishing is unthinkable. The City of
Round Rock should preserve this building at this location no matter what!
James Ivy, Round Rock, TX
History is important.
Alicia Dixon, Round Rock, TX
History is important...and can't be replaced once it is destroyed.
Brian Whitaker, Round Rock, TX
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Preserving historic sit end building on the old Chisholm Trail.
Bobby Oliver, Flower Mound, TX

The special and historic building must find a new home where current and future generations can
experience what life was like in RR in the past.
Janiece Lee, Round Rock, TX
History should not be erased.
Jane Casey, Harker Heights, TX
I support Historical Preservation.
Kathy Inman, Burnet, TX
I have been a resident of this wonderful town since 1999, but my husband's family has roots
here in Round Rock that span generations. The Zimmerman, Krumm, Lees, and Peterson
families have ties to so much of early Round Rock, and with each change that is made to this
town, a little bit of their history disappears with it. The Stagecoach Inn is one of the few
remaining bits of "old Round Rock" architecture that remains and it is imperative that all efforts
be made to save the historical element of Round Rock. Historical architecture such as this
should be preserved for the future generations of those who call Round Rock, home.
Rochelle Zimmerman, Round Rock, TX
I'm signing this because it is important to have historical markets and keep tradition in this boom
town.
Mary Kirby, Round Rock, TX
The city's history needs to be preserved.
Cathy Kincaid, Round Rock, TX
This building is part of Texas history and should be preserved! Cattle, cotton and crude is what
made our state, let's honor this establishment on the Chisholm trail by designating it an historical
landmark!
Carrie Baylor, Canyon Lake, TX
I was a part of the Round Rock community for many years. I have seen this structure sit vacant,
change owners, change uses, but never was I so saddened when I heard that it had lost its historic
designation due to renovations. This site and building is a huge part of not only Round Rock
history, but Texas history as well. It deserves to be restored and maintained.
Lydia Johns, Wimberley, TX
When I came to the area in mid 1970s, there were only a few scattered farm houses between
Georgetown, Round Rock, Pflugerville, and Austin. And the Stagecoach Inn. It's an important
architectural and historical representative of the past well worth preserving.
Valerie Turner, Austin, TX
Please save this historic building for future Texans to view and be proud of.
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Betty Richardson, Houston, TX

I am a resident of Round Rock and I firmly believe in preserving our historical landmarks. My
hobby is metal detecting. I have donated many historical items over the years to local museums
and historical societies. It is vital to preserve history as we move forward in the name of
progress.
Michele Maher, Round Rock, TX
I am so very disappointed about the plan to destroy or move this amazing Texas (and Round
Rock) historical treasure.
The builder of the Round Rock Stage Coach Inn, John J. Harris, is my great-great-great
grandfather. Over many years our family has taken significant pride from this connection and
the Inns impact in Texas history. This was a highlight story told in my family throughout the
years at family gatherings.
I am in favor of keeping the property preserved in its current location. I understand that "all
options" have been apparently considered, but I doubt that the interests of the Inn have taken
proper priority over traffic and other considerations. I certainly recognize the complexities
involved. I don't feel moving it is a good approach, posing major risk to the integrity and beauty
of the structure. Moving the Inn also changes the inherent historic nature of the location...right
on the Chisholm Trail, a foundational piece of Texas history.
Chris Barham, Flower Mound, TX
I love that old building, and history is something that can't be recreated!
Jacqie Brown, Round Rock, TX
The oldest structure in Round Rock and it’s in danger of being torn down? That should be a
crime
Kelly George, Austin, TX
Texas history is worth preserving! With a little effort, RM620 can be expanded AND this piece of
history saved for future generations. Please make that effort!
Steve Hay, Pflugerville, TX
We need to preserve our Texas history and it's buildings!
Virgie Jones, North Richland Hills, TX
Because I grew up in Round Rock and our history is everything!
Mary Roe, Horseshoe Bay, TX
My family has lived in RR for several generations
Michael Riley, Liberty Hill, TX
Round Rock has changed a lot in the 31 years I've lived here. We need to preserve our history
along with the inevitable changes!!
Dee Anne Hinkle, Round Rock, TX
Once you remove a physical piece of history it can never be regained and is soon forgotten.
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Sarah Bloxom, Flint, TX
My Round Rock is being taken over by Non-Round Rock people (Non-Texan, even), and they
don't understand the sentimental value of this place. I have heard stories of the Stagecoach in
from my family, friends, and teachers since I can remember. I would be a shame to see it go.
Leave some things alone!!
Amber Hunter, Liberty Hill, TX
History is the most important thing we can save. Never destroy the past!!!
Michael Megill, Lynnwood, WA
It's a piece of history that needs to be preserved.
Alicia Carlike, Round Rock, TX
We love Texas, lived there about 7 years and Round Rock was our destination many times. It
would be a shame to lose such an awesome piece of Texas history.
Dianne Alexander, Simpsonville, SC
I live in Round Rock, and care about preserving history for my children and future children of
Texas! We cannot stoop to being a Dallas! We need to preserve and take care of Texas!
Kathy Hudson, Round Rock TX
This important part of Texas History needs preservation now. The price of land varies up and
down, but the value of this land includes more than money.
Beverly Clement, Fort Worth, TX
It's a shame that people, especially people who are NOT from Round Rock, are so quick to
destroy history. Regardless of what piece of history it is, we need to keep as much of our
history as possible.
Amanda Lincoln, Jarrell, TX
I'm signing because this building is obviously a huge part of Round Rock's heritage and that of
the American West! Please don't throw it away! I'm sure with the help of private and charitable
organizations and funds something could be fine to preserve & move it, and I'd be glad to
contribute as well.
Leslie Olsson, Tallahassee, FL
It's important to my friend John.
Jim Schwarzbach, El Paso, TX
I understand the need for the 620 road improvements BUT we need to save what few historical
buildings we have left. Move it, okay. Just don't tear it down.
Joanne Land, Round Rock, TX
The Stagecoach system is an important part of Texas History. I remember this inn from when
we lived in Texas and would hate to see it destroyed.
Richard THURSTON, New York, NY
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we are losing our past, this place has alot of history and does not need to be lost. if this was
lubbock tx they would just knock it down without asking anyone because they are ass'.
cecil hutcheson, lubbock, TX
When you think you have exhausted all options, look again. There is probably another.
Ronnie Robinson, Round Rock, TX
Our history should be respected and protected.
Tracy Flowers, Byers, TX
Historical place keep it just move t if you have to.
Megab Robinsion, Udall, KS
Texas history SHOULD be preserved!!!! KEEP it---don't be stupid ;0(
Nancy G Morris, Kerrville, TX
I used to live in Austin. This is a tragedy. It was one of the first structures made!
cindy alexander, freeville, NY
The past should not just be thrown out like the trash.
Shannon Letchford, Round Rock, TX
This place is HISTORIC! To tear it down would be a travesty. History must be preserved for the
future!
Elizabeth Thomason, Cedar Hill, TX
This building is all that's left of an important period in the history of Round Rock. It could be put
to great use as a monument and teaching tool. Please don't let this building go down the same
road so many other Texas buildings have gone. We need to preserve our past and our heritage.
J Milligan, Austin, TX
It needs to remain a historical place in our history.
Judy Wynn, Colorado City, TX
The history of this building far outweighs destroying it for a highway. There is no reason that
this couldn't be used as a history lesson for tourists along with a place to eat or numerous other
ideas. I hate living in a community where all the buildings are new and historical buildings have
been destroyed for highways and commercial property with TIFs. Once gone, it can't be
replaced.
Jackie Howell, Arnold, MO
Preserve our Central Texas Historical sites!
Nina Walker, Cedar Park, TX
Would love to see Round Rock hang onto (and be proud of) it's history. We moved away some
time ago (after 23 yrs there) because it had already lost so much of it's wonderful 'country,
historic town' comfort.
Carol Martin, Llano, TX
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The old stage coach building is an important and colorful part of our history !! It is a beautiful
old building !!
Wanda Williams, Huntington, TX
We are losing too much of our history and progress can find another way.
Virginia Baldwin, Breckenridge, TX
We have got to stop destroying the wonderful landmarks of great history in Texas.
Trudy Leggett, Austin, TX
Our family loves this place. We have so many memories of family gatherings there. Please do
not demolish this historic place!
Maria Nellie Valverde, Corpus Christi, TX
Demolition of this building shouldn't even be a consideration!
A.S. Drexler, Spring, TX
You cannot be serious in tearing down a Texas Landmark for a stupid road that you could move
a few freaking degrees over. Use your brain for once!
Debbie Hohle, Moody, TX
I am sick and tired of bureaucrats ridding history just because it doesn't fit into their plans.
Jane Pitts, Oglesby, TX
I am from Round Rock and would like to see the inn saved
Jimmy Toungate, Redmond, WA
Save our history, If you love living here, leave our historical structures alone, move them but
save them!
Mae sliva, Round Rock, TX
Round Rock has not been a good steward of our cultural, historic, or natural resources. It's time
to change that and here is an opportunity for a good start.
Terry Erickson, Round Rock, TX
we need to preserve the history of Round Rock...
Heather Girvan, Florence, TX
stop ruining our town!!!
Chelsea Bousquet, Round Rock, TX
I believe in the preservation of buildings with historic significance.
Nita Renick, Columbus, TX
I believe in our heritage.
Jessie Loflad, Brenham, TX
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I think the whole LCRA plan was not thought out, They took the cheapest route and did not
consider what are now well known unintended consequences of ruining Brushy Creek park. My
ginancial support is going towards stopping LCRA.
David Musser, Austin, TX
I'm signing because of the importance of our history to us and future generations of cticens in
our City, and, visitors to Round Rock who at the same time bring commerce.
Claus Markussen, Round Rock, TX
I have family in Round Rock and I love the city! :)
Katie Scevers, Fort Worth, TX
We don't have much to save. Can't we save the best we've got?
Robert Bennett, Round Rock, TX
It is such a shame to lose such a historic part of Round Rock. Something could be done with all
the engineers and planners we have.
Mozelle Nicks, Round Rock, TX
I'm signing because I remember going here as a child and it's important to save, reuse and
repurpose our historic buildings. They bring character and depth to our towns!
Patricia Capron, Hyattsville, MD
Can't believe we're even HAVING this discussion......PRESERVE THE HISTORY OF ROUND ROCK'S
FIRST SETTLERS! - a Proud Round Rock resident
Heather Schouest, Austin, TX
This blows my mind that this request even has to be made in the very FIRST place......to not
destroy one of the ONLY remaining pieces of "Brushy"/Round Rock history?
Look at the toll road and all the lanes IT has as an example as to why the paving of a wider
road will not take care of the traffic issues: Even with some people paying as much as $6 to
drive on the toll road's stretch daily, there are STILL traffic jams on there due mostly to
distracted driving because people cannot, for the life of them, look up from their I-Phones. On
the daily, I end up behind the infamous "rolling road block" comprised of however many drivers
it takes to stretch across all lanes of traffic, driving side-by-side in some secret pact to ensure
that they - the unofficial "pace cars" they become, don't allow anyone behind them to pass
them up, or allow traffic to flow cyclically the way it should. This would be the same scenario,
even if you paved a forty laned highway, plowing through every tree on earth and every historic
building in its path. DISTRACTED DRIVING IS THE PROBLEM BEHIND TRAFFIC FLOW PRETTY
MUCH EVERYWHERE.......IT'S NOT BECAUSE OF THE PRESENCE OF THIS HISTORIC BUILDING NOR
BECAUSE OF A SILLY CURVE IN THE ROAD.
PLEASE at least continue to allow me to gaze upon something worthwhile and sentimental
while stuck behind Mr and Mrs. I-Phone.....PLEASE?? (Not kidding.....that just happened to me
the other day on 620 by Chisholm Trail heading westbound.....got stuck going 15mph behind a
distracted driver who had absolutely nobody in front of him.....NOBODY!)
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PLEASE don't destroy history so very flippantly with the casual wave of a hand in hopes of
curing our occasional traffic issue on 620.......or at least mandate that it's part of the plan only if
preservation of history is part of the package.
It’s an atrocity, the oh-so-casual ways we, in America, go about plowing over our history especially in a case like this for something so symbolic of HOW this city became what it now IS
from they days of what it WAS. Let's preserve this special piece of what Round Rock WAS,
please. We already don't have MUCH to show of what this place was from a historic perspective
as it is; already, the old downtown Round Rock I used to know is already completely torn up on
Main Street as we speak. At least leave the old Inn INTACT.......PLEASE! (Proud Round Rock
resident since 2000)
Heather Schouest, Austin, TX
I moved to Round Rock in 1972 when RR had less than 3000 people. We rented a home on The
Chisolm Trail while our home was being built. These old structures in "Old Town" are uniquely
significant to the history of Round Rock and the State of Texas. Tearing them down will rob
future generations of sharing in the legacy of the Chisolm Trail and Texas' stagecoach era.
Sharon Hoisager, Arlington, TX
I think that the original building was not modified enough NOT to save it. We are losing our
history.
Robert Berry, Round Rock, TX
Grew up in Round Rock.
Scott Mahagan, Georgetown, TX
Never remove the old landmarks!
Jake Merrick, Hinton, OK
Round Rock should be striving to preserve the things that make it unique
Cameron Walsh, Cedar Park, TX
I raised my children in Round Rock, my husband was born in Georgetown and grew up in Round
Rock... We love our home town
Rhonda Hardin, Kyle, TX
Texas History needs to be saved!
Jan Story, Temple, TX
Part of history. So many things that are part of our history are being destroyed .
Pam Turnbull, Cedar Park, TX
Save the Stagecoach!
Michelle Reeb, Austin, TX
I love Round Rock the way it was when I lived and graduated there. Please keep this towns
history alive.
Amy White, Santa Rosa Beach, FL
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This kind of history should be preserved not destroyed!
Lori King, Alvin, TX
This is a historical landmark it shouldn't be a question on whether or not to keep it. City Hall
needs to step up and save it.
Dena Loyd, Round Rock, TX
Heather Taylor
Heather Taylor, Bacliff, TX
I grew up in RR and do all of my shopping and dining there still. I already don't recognize most
of the town I grew up in. Don't take the last of what I do...
Tim Lockett, Hutto, TX
We need to preserve historic places like this.
Andrew Heinchon, Harker Heights, TX
I grew up in round Rock and if this happens it will be a travisity
Erik Tanner, Normangee, TX
This landmark is SO important to the preservation of old Round Rock. Please save this for future
generations to savor!
Jeffrey Krech, Round Rock, TX
Why not try to preserve history while plowing head first into the future??
Michelle Jensen, Austin, TX
Please don't remove our history.
Allison Cramer, Round Rock, TX
I am a 5th generation Round Rock native and this is absolutely appalling to such disregard for
Round Rock history.
Sherry Summers, Liberty Hill, TX
Once your old historic buildings are gone you can never get them back
Donna Carpenter, Round Rock, TX
This historic beauty was built by my great, great, great grandfather, it's part of our Texas history
and should not be demolished.
Amy Meek, Houston, TX
My gg-grandfather lived in Williamson co, and traveled the Chisholm trail. These places are the
last connections we have to visibly show our children and grandchildren their past. Don't
destroy our past.
Anita Sutton, Round Rock, TX
I want to preserve this important piece of history on the Old Chisholm Trail. If it cannot stay,
move it but don't demolish it.
Bennie Sarrett, Round Rock, TX
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when i first moved to round rock in 1972, this structure was the home of family friends. i was
immediately in 'love' with it's history, charm and the spirits that dwell there. please do not
destroy this piece of our town's history. thank you.
Robin Greenley, Austin, TX
We need to preserve our history!
Christine Chappell, Round Rock, TX
As a person who grew up in Round Rock and lives in Williamson County, I feel it's imperative to
preserve our local history.
Christina Downs, Granger, TX
This place is a landmark and one view on the way to my Grandparents home. Please save this is
part of RR.
Kathleen Nava O'Donnell, Round Rock, TX
I believe Round Rock has lost sight of its historic value. I'm signing for the memory of my Dad,
Jack Hoover, who loved this City and it's history and character. I work here and it saddens me
how much we have sold out at the expense of what made us special to begin with. Please stop
now, before there is nothing left.
Laurie Hoover Wier, San Antonio, TX
I'm from Historic Madison, IN where all historical structures are preserved; it's important to
know from whence we came.
Tom Pruitt, Austin, TX
The history of Round Rock must be preserved.
David Hardin, Round Rock, TX
I firmly believe we need to save pieces of our history whenever we can, and if a historic building
stands in the way of a road expansion then efforts should be made to move it to a place where
it can stand unmolested. The Stagecoach Inn building has a long history as part of the Round
Rock community and to demolish it just so people can get to work faster would be a travesty.
We as a society suffer when we can't see and touch and know about our past. Let's not make a
mistake like that with this opportunity. Please save the Stagecoach Inn.
Elaine Hellmund, Arlington, TX
As a resident of Round Rock Texas I support to preserve the history of our town for generations
to come. Sometimes something new is not better! To destroy this historic landmark would be a
tremendous loss for our community and would break my heart. Please help preserve our
history and not wipe it off the map.
Angela Monte, Round Rock, TX
I'm signing because once history, particularly historical architecture is destroyed, it is lost
forever. History is what roots us to our past and provides the growth to a new future. It's a
tether to our heart, our history, our past ties to humanity. It tells a story of who we are and
what we became. Please do not destroy this beautiful old limestone structure. Don't destroy
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The story it has to tell. Do the right thing and preserve its rich historical and architectural
presence by at least moving it to a new and appropriate setting for future generations to see
and understand its importance in Round Rock's history. Thank you.
Debra Oliver, Cedar Park, TX
The History of this building must preserved!
Lucas Robinson, Round Rock, TX
There are not many vestiges of old Round Rock left. Shame to see this go as well. Round Rock
has more TX firsts than some may realize.
Steve Perry, Round Rock, TX
I've lived in RR since 1972 and don't understand why people are just willing to give up and
destroy precious historic bldgs instead of preserving our history.
Tina Williams, Hutto, TX
I've lived here since 1972 and don't understand my people would rather destroy historic bldgs
instead of saving our history. Plz do not destroy! Safe the RR Stagecoach Inn.
Tina Williams, Hutto, TX
We have already lost way too much of the old Round Rock.
Linda Haggstrom, Round Rock, TX
It's a piece of history!
Ursula Whitworth, Round Rock, TX
I'm from Round Rock. It has a historical and childhood value to me.
Bobby Torres, Round Rock, TX
I'm signing because of the irreplaceable value of the Inn. America is ALREADY laughable in
comparison to foreign countries who have centuries-old fixtures of historic and educational
importance to their legacies. Can't WE keep something so innocent, simple, historic, and pure
around like the Inn for more than at least a couple hundred years? Distracted driving is the
main issue with traffic congestion.....not the presence of the Inn. A twelve laned road will STILL
be plugged up, as long as the driving culture doesn't change. I'm willing to bet that the old
stagecoaches NEVER saw a traffic jam.....for good REASON!!! (NO cell phones) ;) PLEASE SAVE
THE INN.......Can't believe we even HAVE to ask for this, WOW. =(
Heather Povsnar, Round Rock, TX
The Stagecoach Inn should be relocated and saved because it is the only Stagecoach Inn
remaining in Williamson County. The Inn has links to early day transportation, mail, lodging,
famous individuals who visited the inn, Chisholm Trail, Brushy Creek, stagecoach routes. The inn
is a tangible teaching tool for our youth in learning the successful role pioneers played in the
development of Round Rock and Texas. A picture is not worth a 1,000 words in this case. Being
able to touch and feel the inn speaks for itself. Even with the changes, the inn remains an
important significant building in our City that you can't place a price on it because of its value
into the out years.
Donald Marquardt, Round Rock, TX
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I want the City to save the inn thru relocation because the inn is the only surviving stagecoach
inn in Williamson County. It is a part of our community's heritage with links to the early
settlement of our city and Texas. Links to early day transportation, mail, lodging, famous
visitors, Chisholm Trail, Brushy Creek, Old Town, Stagecoach Routes and the inn offers tangible
teaching tools for teaching our youth and adults about pioneers and their success stories in
developing our city and the State of Texas.
Donald Marquardt, Round Rock, TX
We need to preserve our land marks and don't let them fall into the hands of people that only
care about forward progress. We need to leave things in there original state and at there
original sites. We don't need more highways we need mass transportation. There are too many
cases of imanent domain being used to take property for the gain of the private rich man so
that he can get richer.
ZAk Brandstetter, Weir, TX
Our history should not be destroyed in the name of progress.
SIMONE TRAVERSE, round rock, TX
I'm signing because I grew up in Round Rock and graduated from RRHS in 1980. This inn is a
wonderful historical landmark and it breaks my heart that it may be destroyed.
Kathleen Mansfield, Cibolo, TX
All historic sites should be preserved for the future
Gail Chelak, Fulshear, TX
I am so disgusted with developers and Round Rock city council that this would even be a
thought! I grew up here and it is just absurd that the historical reference points are being
plowed down for concrete or subdivisions. Shame on you
Tracy Gill, Austin, TX
We need to preserve history!! Don't let commercial/residential take over our state's history!
Danielle Vogels, Jarrell, TX
I'm from San Antonio where many of our historical buildings still stand proud! Austin is just a
skip and hop where the same should be done...it is our Capital city!
Yolanda McAninch, Spring, TX
My father resides in RR, TX and it is an absolute treasure of a city. Our history, everywhere, is
being destroyed faster than we can teach our children. DO NOT destroy more. Save it, love it,
teach it.
Kimberly Coyle, Spring, TX
Preserving the DNA of our area keeps it unique from the Austin sprawl. The Old Stagecoach Inn
is irreplaceable. Protect our history for our children to experience or it will be forgotten.
Donna Harp, Pflugerville, TX
Heritage means something
connie rudd, Ennis, TX
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While changes were made to petition, the Old Stagecoach Inn remains one of the best
examples of a stagecoach inn in Texas. It could be the oldest structure in Round Rock. It offers a
tangible teaching tool for children & others to learn the history of Round Rock & Texas & how
transportation & stage stops spurred the growth of Texas & RR.
Shirley Marquardt, Round Rock, TX
The Old Stagecoach Inn is important because the Inn is the only Stagecoach Inn in Williamson
County & is one of the best stagecoach stop examples in Texas. The inn could be the oldest
building in RR. The inn is a tangible teaching tool for children & others to learn the history of RR
& Texas and how transportation & stage stops spurred the growth of Texas & RR.
Shirley Marquardt, Round Rock, TX
I'm signing because the city has to be stopped. All of the homes on Main west of Mays have
been taken from residences to businesses, a move that proves to me that our city planners
have absolutely zero regard for the city's history.
Nancy Bilunas, Round Rock, TX
History should be preserved not obliterated. Save The Old Stagecoach Inn!
Amy Juried, Austin, TX
There is so little left of our history!!! The stories of the geese honking when the stagecoach was
coming. Save it!!
Barbara Blizzard, Round Rock, TX
I've spent 3 wonderful years living in the panhandle of Texas. I worked at the Panhanfle-Plains
Historicsl Museum in Canyon. Please save another part of the history of Texas for future
generations to help them understand the foundations of this beautiful state as found a in
Round Rock.
William Green, Las Cruces, U.S. Outlying Islands
I am tired of efforts not being made to save our history. It could be saved.
Marta Hubbard, Austin, TX
I work in the Historic Preservation field and live in Round Rock. I don't think the building should
even be moved from its current location at all. I believe preservation in place is best. But if the
Texas Historical Commission after their review under the Texas Antiquities Code (which law
applies to this project as it is a City project) allows that the building may be removed, then it
should be saved in whole and relocated to the bathing beach to save it as a City treasure and as
part of their mitigation. It would also still be near the actual grooves left by the Chisholm Trail
at the Round Rock and be able to provide even more interpretive history for the town. But
again, I can't see how THC would allow this and feel the structure should be left in place.
Jodi Jacobson, Round Rock, TX
This is an important historic structure to the town of RR and to the state of Texas. It should be
saved and moved, not disregarded and destroyed.
Susan Weiss, Dallas, TX
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History shouldn't just be torn down & thrown away!!
Justine Rose, Round Rock, TX
My family grew up in Round Rock and all I ever knew was the Stage Coach. If it is taken down
then this will be a same..
melissa boaz, Austin, TX
I lived in round rock for years, my children were born there, to loose this building, this historic
stagecoach would be insanity. I understand the 620 is a busy road but history is history, please
do not lose this valuable historical building for a road, build around it, plan a road above it,
anything just don't ruin valuable history
Siobhan Sullivan, Cork, Ireland
Do you know in much of this world, a building this old would be considered fairly new!! Just
because it is not all nice and shiny and modern is NO reason to tear it down... Restore it and
make an important part of Round Rock's future as it was in the past...
Renee Vorbach, McAllen, TX
Save the Stagecoach Inn! Irreplaceable monument to and piece of our Texas heritage.
Cara D, Austin, TX
I love this place & love to visit & eat there. I never go or visit any other place like I do this once
or twice a month from San Antonio tx
Delia Aguirre, San Antonio, TX
I believe in preserving our historical buildings for future generations
stephanie ludlow, Round Rock, TX
We need to preserve our hertigage. If for anything else, for our children.
Jody Banks, Round Rock, TX
I care about Round Rock and too much of our history is being destroyed in the interest of
commerce (like the Foust homestead at Old Settlers Park, recently razed to be replaced by
Astroturf soccer fields.)
Gary Oldham, Round Rock, TX
This building is next to my neighborhood and is valuable to the city. One reason we moved to
round Rock is because of the preservation of history. We watched Austin just tear down their
historic buildings while round Rock always seemed to value their historic buildings. This building
should be preserved.
Laura Woellner, Austin, TX
We need to save history
Mary Ann Plakias, Round Rock, TX
Because historical artifacts in local areas are becoming obsolete. Buildings are being torn down
& kids aren't learning the history. It means so much when a child can see and touch the history.
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It's not so boring to others & doesn't appear as just a story being told. Their imaginations run
wild with the history lesson.
Dorothy Perez, Austin, TX
This is a historical building that's been here since before Round Rock was created. I do not want
to see a piece of history demolished. There has to be a better way for RR620 to be expanded
than getting rid of this building.
Susan Allman, Hutto, TX
This is history and we need to preserve it!
Donna Richardson, Round Rock, TX
I love history and feel you should do everything to preserve history for future generations
Kathy Harper, Austin, TX
we need to save historical and special sights like this. We can not be only new and shiny. we
must remember the past.
Ignacio Ruiz, Austin, TX
The Stage Coach Inn is a vital part of the history of Round Rock that should and absolutely must
remain as that. Demolishing such an important of State and local history is deplorable and there
MUST be a way found to prevent this. Please, please listen to our plea for the preservation of
this building. My family was in Round Rock from the early 1900's and we know and appreciate
the history.
Cher Imrie, Rockwall, TX
History needs to be protected. Imagine Round Rock without the Round Rock. How is this any
different?
Laura Rockwell, Round Rock, TX
Historical buildings should be preserved, not destroyed!
Michelle Baiocchi, Round Rock, TX
The first, the oldest stagecoach inn, part of the history of Round Rock. TIME WE SAVE A PIECE
OF OUR PAST!
David Tynan, Round Rock, TX
Heritage is as important as progress. Cedar Park for instance is a bedroom community, Round
Rock is a long standing city with a strong heritage.
Dave Shearer, Cedar Park, TX
We lived in Round Rock from 1978 until last year and feel the history of Round Rock is
important to a growing city.
Sharon Roberts, Houston, TX
I believe that history should be preserved.
Laurie Moyer, Round Rock, TX
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We need to preserve our historical landmarks not tear them down.
Melissa Gorskie, Round Rock, TX
I moved to Williamson County in August of 1985 and lived in the RR postal zip. One of the things
I loved about the area was there was a sense of history. I believe it is important to have
reminders of what came before.
robbi Arnett, Hutto, TX
Lets not lose more history. Move it and use it for weddings, history lessons, meetings, etc.
Across from the round rock would be great.
Regina DeLine, Round Rock, TX
history should be preserved for our future- especially this one which was so influential in RR
history as a stop in the Chisholm trail
Kellie jenks, Bellaire, TX
My mother was born and raised in Round Rock. Her father, Edward Peterson, was mail carrier
for the USPO back when mail was carried on horseback. So much of Round Rock's rich history is
being swallowed up by progress. Please preserve what you have left, show respect to the
founders. http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth402887/
Lorin Ryle, Hutto, TX
This building needs to be saved. Just because it lost its "historical designation" doesn't diminish
it's place in the history of the city. No one will dispute the need for a bridge over the train
tracks but it comes at a tremendous cost to the history and ambiance of the city.
David Gore, Round Rock, TX
This is important because we need to understand our history and our past to put context to our
future!
Shirley Marquardt-Tynan, Round Rock, TX

